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RESTRITE

The Design of a dr neumatic Mlachine

For

Rapid Load Tensile Testing

AFeTRACT

This report presents the design of equipment for studying the influence,
of rapid loading and -time at lQad on the initiation of plastic deformation of
metals in tension, The machine conists of a cylinder and piston actaated.by.
a hydro-pneumatic: systein which permits a load as high as 20000 lb to be applied
to a specimen 0.500 in. in diameter in an interval of 0.005 se-or more.. This
load or a smaller load can be maintained on the specimen for any desired length
of time greater than 0.001 sec. The principle features of the design and
operation of theequipment are discussed. The application of the Chita obtained
from tests with this equipment is considered. It is estimated that this
equipment would cost. around '50 and would. provide very important dta on the
behavior of metals under dypaiic loading which could be applied 'directly to.
structures.

Introduction

In studying the influence of strain rate it hab:'beeh sho;,rn in a

1 ) . - . : .1
previous report that the Droportional limit and ultimate strehgtb. of some

metals increase vith increasing strain rate. Thi*s-6effect may be represented

in the manner shown in Fig. 1. It is believed that if & load iS applied to a

material rapidly enougb, a stress higher than the static elastic limit can be-

1) The influence of pure strain rate on the tensile properties of three tlpes
of ship plate, by V. E. Luv'ez, KC. E. - artens, D. A. Elmer, and D. S. Clark.
OSRD Contract 0E.sr-348. Report No. =ClX,

-RLc'TRI0TLL
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sustained by the material for a certain length of time \%'.-i1"t n1astic deforuation

The higher the stress, the quicker vi. plastic defozmati-r c' r after reaching

this stress, This condition may be represented as shown ir 7:g 2. The validity

of this belief has been partially.:-ubstantiated by preli:::o --ests 2). However,

the equipment used in making the preliminary tests involved a .jlenoid to obtain

the loading of the specimen, and the time required to reach the desired load was

between 0.23 and 1.60 sec. Lven under this condition of a relatively'.slow rate of

loading, elast$c behavior was maintained for an appreciable length of time at a

stress above the static elastic limit. The results of tests might be represent

in Fig. 2 by the region to' the right of a tine of about 0,5 sec.

From the preliminary tests it is apparent that the principles of rho

load testing and the application of results to practical structural problems cre

sound. ,However, it is clear that equipment is required which will operate more

rpa !ly in.ordpr to investigate the left hand region of Fig. 2.

The purpose, of. this report is to present a design of a machine for

making. tensile tests on specimens with which the time to reach load can be as

shortas about 0.005 see, thus permitting an extensive investigation of the

effect of rapid load and time at load on the tensile properties of materials.

General Descrip'tion of Lquiphent

The general character of the machine that has been designed is sbo~n

in Fig, 3. It is to have a capacity of 20000 lb which can be anolied to a

2) A prejLi..nary study of the influence of rapid loading and time at load on
the ir-n tion of plastic deformation in tension, by P. I. Duvez, H. L.
.7artens, and D. S. Clark. OSRL Contract 01Lsr-348. 7,eport No. )=XVIII.



specimen within 6ihy' desired tire bet,;ebn 0.0 05 and 0.50 ec< hyload less than

the maximum can be applied within about the same' time'lit and; can be sustained

Lfor any desired length of' time greater than 0.001'sec..

Essentially the machine is a*12 in. diameter cylilnder closed at both ends,

with a rigid f' amework built over the cylinder. A test specimen is mounted with

one nd attached to the rigid framework and the other end :to a piston rod'extending

through onie end of' the cylinder. -~n aluminum alloy -piston, attached to the Diston

rod-, separates the cylinder in to tl: o chambers.

The chamber above the 'piston-is filled vU.th air and the chamber below

the piston wi th rater. rressure is maintained at any'desired value up td&*200

lb/in, 2 on both sides . f' the piston by mluans of' compressed air, as shown in Y~

4. The test is initiet~d by closing the water line and rapidly exhanusting the

lower chamber to atmos-oheric pressure. This is acormp-li shed by mi,-~ns 'of' a qunick

acting valve or a bur'sting diaphrafgm. The vate- of' pressure drop in the lower

chambei' is controlled by means .o-f a variatle orif'ice in the exhaust lin&. The test

..is ended by rapidly closing the cxhu;,,st valvc and onOening the 111ater line. all .wine

the pressure to build up on the :ater-* side of' the piston. For' % tst6 in' which the

time of' loading is greater than about 0'.030 sec, airl instead of' rater may be used

in the lover chamber in order to permit better control of' the time of' loading.

The record of' f'orce-time and strain time willI be'recorded on two oscillographs.

Details of' Design'

An Ias~embly drawing of' the rapid loading machine is shown in Fi, .-

The principle part and thb f'unctibn of' eachi are discussed below. The part

numbers refer to the numbers on the asserbly drawinfg (Fig.- 5) 0:
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The base of the machine (-1) is made, of 1-1/4 in. mild steel plate and

rests on four feet. made of the same material. The cylinder (-2) is made of 12

in. pipe wit# welded flanges, The cylinder rests in a groove in the base plate

and is bolted in pl.ace with twelve bolts 7/8 in. in diameter. The upper End of

the cylinder is closed "wvith a 1-1/4 in. mild steel plate (-3) bolted to the

cylinder flange, which also provides a base for the columns, The top and bottom

edges of thei:cylinder fit into a groove in the top and bottoE plates. The

inside of the groove in the end plates and the edges of the cylinder wall have

concentric "V" thread-like serrations 1/64 in, high which bite into a soft

aluminum gasket 1/16 in, thick providing a pressure seal. The ends of the

cylinder fit accurately and deep enough into the grooves, to provide positive

alignment. The inside surfaces of the cylinder and end plates are chromium

plated to prevent corrosion.

A cast aluminum alloy piston (-5) is attached to a heat treated steel

piston rod (-4). The piston assembly is guided by bronze bushings in the cylinder

end plates. A pressure seal is provided in the bushings by neoprene "0" rin-s.

Neoprene "0" rings are also used to provide a pressure seal on the riston rod

inside the piston and at the outer edge of the piston. A cap in the base a1;te

below the bushing holds a rubber disk which provides a stop for the piston rod

at its lowest point of travel. The lower part of the piston rod is hollow for

lightness. The piston is held in position on the rod by a steel washer (-6)

and two nuts (-7).

The dome (-11) is rigidly supported by two columns (-8) which tIV ,d

into bosses welded jo the top plate.. Thy columns are made of cold rolled stel.

The dome structure bolted, to: the columns is a bekm built up of welded 1/2 in

mild steel plate. The columns and dome are made very heavy so tKnat the tv,

deflection when loaded to 20000 lb will be less than 0.005 in,

:.11 7.
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One end of the test specimen (Fig. 6) is screwed into the dynamoeter

(-12) fasten(d to the dome and the other end is screwed into a fittin, (-9, i0)

on the end of the piston rod. The dynamometer consists of a hollow cylindrical

section of heat treated steel onto which an electric strain gage is cemented.

A sleeve (-13) protects the strain gage winding. The fittings at the upper and

lov:er ends of the specimen are provided with spherical seats to allo> for any

slight misalignment of the system.

B.uxiliary equipraent, shown in Fig. 7, will te required to operate the

machine described. These itemslisted below, are all coinmerciall-' arailaile.

1. Compressor - IngersoL--and No. 232C1 rated 4.5 ft /min at 200

lb/in. Unit consists of compressor, receiver, motor and stop-

start control.

2. 1?ressure tank - T,,,nk 12 in. in diameter and 24 in. igh for 00

lb/in. air and water storsge, ith a high pressure gage glass

or indicating float valve to indicate the height of the water

level in the tank, and an accurate bourdon gage to indicate the

air pressure.

3. WVater reservoir - Tank 5 in. in diaieter and 24 in, high, open at

top and with a ga're glass.

4. Quick acting valvei-,Trogressive Welder Co., "Quick as a Wink"

val-ve, normally closed type, 230 volt L.C. solenoid operated.

,,pproximate time of operation 0.010 sec. This valve closes the

water line and exhausts the cylinder in one motion of a sliding

bushing. .,

5. aalvesand piping;aq indicated - Piping will be 1/2 in. copper

tubing, valves will be standard 200 lb/in, globe valves.

U CT -,ICTID



The : te of loading: ,',ill be controlled by the use of an orifice of the

desired size in the line between the lower chaimber and the exkhaUst valve. Wihile

not designed, it is propcsed to use a fitt'inLg by which differnt slIzed-orifPices

can be inserted vith facility.

The duration of the test and the operation of the solenoid vdlve will
be controlled by neans of an electronic circuit (Fig, 8). This cirodit'has a

220 volt 1). C. polVer supply with canaciter boosters to actuate the solenoid

valve. j capaciter discharge circuit is used to regulate the duration of the

test, i.e. the time the valve is'held open. This time can be v.aried from 0.o0l

to 200 seconds. The solenoid valve can also be operated faanullybTy hcans of' a

push button.

Two complete couble channel rec6rding units are available in this

laboratory. One is a recording cathode-ray oscillograph unit with a range of

single sweep tinr:e from 0.0005 to 0.050 sec. The othoir is a brush direct inking

oscillograph. The avail ble paper speeds on the latter are 5, 25, and 125 -m/sec

which, with a 60 cycle/sec carrier oave, make it possible to record tests in

which the time involved is gre-,ter than 0.10 sec.

Ill of the controls for the equipr.ent can be cntered in one panel,

inmediately adjacent to the machin6, such'as sho wn ;in .i. 9, b calef

arrangement of tanks and valves and by using universal. joint extensions on the

valve stems. 7ith this arrangement the operator can control all of, -the

operations of the equipnent ,ihile. standing in one place.,

Operation of,9Ij. pment .

complete layout of the equipment is shown in Tcig:. 7 with all vw.ves

numbered° The following. disoussion desc ribes the procqdureq of makijg a rapid

load tensile test., w1ith thi,:equip ment: ,

T- , T 7 .
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An .ifice of the. proper iize as dictated by the rate of loading to

be used is inserted in the exbausA linc. The compressor receiver is pumped up

2
to a pressure of 200 lb/in. ,,hicb is maintained for the test. The water

reservoir is filled to the desired level. initially all valves are closed.

Valves 8 and 9 are opened until the pressure tank is filled with ,ater from the

reservoir to the desired height and then closed, The lower chamber of the machine

is completely filled withwater by opening valves 6 and 2. Valve 2 is held open

until the hydrostatic pressure in the tank fills the lover chamber and all air is

removed and then it is closed. Vlve 5 is opened and then the pressure on the

system is raised to the desired value b,, means of valve 7.

The systera is now under pressure and at euilibrium. To raise the

piston, valve 5,is closed and a small amount of air is bled tharough valve 3

umitil the proper position is attained. To lower the pi :ton1 valve 6 is closed

with valve 5 open. , small amount of .,ater is bled through valve 2. These

manipulations facilitate the installation of the specimen.

,'Tith the specim.en in nos-itJon and all valves e -ce't 5 and C, closed,

the pressure,,in thc tank is adjusted to the value requ.ired to give the desired

force to the specinen, The strain gage and d~namorAmeter leads are attacheil to

the recording lines and the control unit is set to give the desired duration of

the test. The test is started by means of a oush button which energizes the

solenoid valve circuit opening the quick acting valve 1, exhausting the lo;~er

chamber and closing the water line from the pressure tank, thus loading the

specimen. After the proper length of time has elapsedthe ti e control unit

causes valve .1 to shift ai to adit water under pressure to the lower chamber

thus unloading the specimen.

The records obtained under such a procedure when plastic deformation

occurs may be of the type. showm in.Fig. 10. The time at which plastic strain
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occurs after loading is deterthiihed: from the cirVe "shoWn' in Fig. lb, A series

of slecim~hs would be tested at different loads 'for' .given rate of loading,

From' this'daia a' curve such as 'shown in Fig. 2 ay be obtained.

... pp ictlon of Results

The applicatiOn of the results obtained 'zith the equipment described

in this r'epoTt would seem to be of considerable' practical value. As pointed out

in a previou's' report', '3) the most commbn' dynamic loading to which. a m chine part

or.s uctu e6'is subjected6" aside from fatigue, involves rapid loading and not

impact. If inpact is involved there are usually conditions present that reduce

the shock"effeet and leave primarily a rapid loading cdndition on the structur, .>

There iS 'an-' increasing tendeficy to analyze the force-time condi.tion existing in

structurali members in #hich dynaiic loading is involved by: the'use of electric

straih gages.

Supjose,,for example a structural member is loded in the manner

, indicated iffFig. 11. The maxiim.nu force f- is a'ttained in'a certain time and

maintaihed'for a time t . By referring to a curve such- as Fig. 2 for the

m'teri'al it is possible to select that stress which will-not induce plastic

deformation in time ti, and thence thedifension of, the member. It would also

be hecessary to determine if the force f' in Fig. 11 acting for the time t
2 2

would produce olastic deformation. Vith data of this type available for

different' materials, the one most suitable for the condition of loadinf could

* b 'b el'ected.

In disaussl:n'ithe' possi-ble aoTlication of the result's of the proposed

tests ,it is recognized that very complex stress conditioiis -are involved in m.'any

struCtUres ad"''that rh&le Ustia&t~n employed i's very" simle. P"owever, the

3) Reference 2
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importance of the information to even the simple case should be recognized.

Summary

The design of this equipment for the study of the influence of rapid

loading and time at load on the initiation of plastic deformation in tension was

stimulated by the encouraging results of preliminary tests made with very simple

and inadequate equipment 4). design which is believed to be workable has been

prepared in detail. hile this report presents the general plan of the equipment,

detail working drawings have been made of all parts of the machine itself. The

various parts have been carefully engineered. The problem of attaininF such

rapid loading has been carefully studied for this particular machine. The

analysis is presented in the appenjix. Some additional engineering is requirod

since the detailed layout of Oiping, Yalves, etc., has not been made.

It is estimated thnt the testing machine alone would cost less than

02000 to construct. The auxiliary equinL.entienclusive of recording facilities,

may cost of the order of %A500 including installation. Fence it ray be

estimated that the total cost would be around .3500.

4) Reference 2

SS T10 T EM
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Ultimat
Strengt

0 Propo tional 1 mt

Rate of strain

Fig. 1 Approximate relation of ultimate strength and
proportional limit to rate of strain.

Static elas ic limit

0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1.0 10 100

Approx. time to initiate plastic deformation (see)

Fig. 2 Approximate relation of elastic limit to time

to initiate plastic deformation.
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A

f-i-f

Fig. 3 Rapid load tensile testing machine.
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Dynanometer

Specimen & Strain Gege

Rigid Frame

Aierair

Variable Orifice Q uick Acting Storage Tank
Exhaust 'Valve

Fig. 4 hasic equipment for rapid load tensile tests.
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o o 0 0
Air Hleeder Air Line Air Vent Air Pressure Air Fill Water Line

C YL I NDRC YL IN1) FD P}ThSURE TANK PL E&SIJFE TAN:K PRhS-JRME TANK FILLIlTC TAWK

o 0 0 0

Water Bleeder Water Line Water Drain Wnter Fill

TELST CONTROL UNIT

0
Air

Tite "ime
!LOW LK)N Millieec. Milt.© °

o 0 0
Men. onCooff Auto. Wqter Level W ter Level

Water Fire Fire

Fig. 9 Funel layout for rapid ood testing.

0

Time

(a) Typical force-time diagram.

aBegrinning of
0 Plaeti' Strain

Time Time

(b) Typlcil strnin-time diagram.
RESTRICTED

Fig. 10 Typical force-time and utrain-time diagrams. Fig. 11 Typical force-time diagram for a structural sember.
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APPID IX

A Lathematical Analysis of the
Hydro-pneumatic Testing Mlachine

by D, H. Hyers

The Analysis

A mathematical analysis of the rapid loading testing machine

has been made as a guide in the design of the equipment described in the

body ofthis report and, in particular, to obtain an estimate of the times

required to load the specimen for different sized orifIces. The following

simplifying assumptions were made. The crater was connidered inco.rgs:Lble

and fluid friction oas neglected. The orifice woo ajjumed to be opened

instantaneously at the time t = o. The tensile specimen wras assumed to

remain elastic. Finally, the horizontal compoonents of the velocity of the

water were neglected in co pwrison to the vertical component. This last

assumption is certainly correct when the water chamber tapers slowEy towards

the orifice, as showr in Fig. A-1. 7hen the chamber is cylindrical as in

the design proposed in the body of this report, the time required to load

the specimen may actually be somewhat greater than indicated by the results

of this analysis.

The test specimen, of length 1 and cross-sectional area

is shown at the top of Fig. A-1. Denote the (constant) air fressure on

the top of the piston by P and the variable water pressure on the bottom

face of the piston by F. Since the (downward) force on the piston is

RUTRICTED
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Ap (Po - P), w:here Ap is the area of , the piston, the equation of motion of

the piston is:

,f _ _ - (1)

where m mass of piston and connecting rod, x displaceraent of piston,

and k = AsE/1a is the spring'constant of the specimen. The unkno-4tfpressure

P can be found' in terms of the velocity dx/dt of the piston by investigating

the flow of water out of the orifice at B in Fig. A-.

Since the horizontal components of the flow are neglected, and the

force of gravitr may also be neglected in comparison to' the large forces

involved, the equation of motion for the vrater isI ¢ •- .,. 'Vt- " -.;" 2)

VV (2)

where. is the density of the water , .p is the pressure at time t and

at distance z from the initial position of the piston, and d is the velocity

of )he vater at the same time and place..

The condition of continuity is.

where A(z) is the cross-sectional area of the chamber z in, below the

initial position of the piston, A° is the area of the ori±fice and TI
0 0

is the velocity of the v~Ater 'as it flovis out of the orifice,

The boundary conditions, besides Lq. (1), are as fo'lo"s:

At the orifices Z h, " IJ 0 and p Z Pa, lhere r, aumosphoriC pieosure;
0

when t -a, p :"Pc and - 0°'
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By using the boundary conditions together with :.qs. (2) and

(3), the unknown pressure P can be eliminated from Lq. (1). The result

of this elimination is:

~A
A c-x- (4)... , m(,

where F A (P o - Pa )  final force on piston,

,and here I Here b der~o' E a c!,an-5

which depends on the shape of the chamber,,

The solution cf L (4), subcot to tho -:A ial conditions that

x : dx/dt 0 for t 0 can be expreseu 4n the f.r-r

I i / - .. (; )

1: '
where

.... I +1S= / /:AA_ .

are dimensionless parameters:!'\

The general aspect of the relationship, Lq. (5), betwieen the

dimensionless parameters s and / during the loading perifid is shot.n in

Fig. A-2. The slope is zero to start with, and again at 7' Z when the

value of's reaches a maximum. The stress in the specimen at the time to

corresponding to 7 zillbtan tho "steady state"

stress Fo/As, due to the vibrational phenomenon of "overshooting". Tor

- ,5-R IC .[ZD



small orifices ( Jiand large) the amount of overshooting vi4l be small,

due to the large damping factor in Eq, (4), As the diameter.of the orifice

increases, so will the amount of overshooting, until it reaches 100/

vihen the orifice diameter is equai''to the. piston.diameter, and the motion

becomes undamped simple harmon ..

The time t for the specimen to become fully loaded is given by
0

- iyf (6)

where 7' .

.- ] j_(7)

and so is the positive root of the equation,

Calculation of the Time of Loading

.,hen the parameter,.3 is large (,.:r.,), corresponding to

rather small orifices, the value of so in Lq. (8) is practically one, and

the integral of Lq. (7) may be approximated to within about I/ by the

formula "o, 2 + while the corresponding value of t is given byA 0

On the otier hand, when. ' 1 calculation ef t
C)

is more difficult,: .nd involves nuwierical intcgra iu.a . To faoili.tu:o ... '

computation for, this range a graph of the relationsli4pbo-leen i u..n. 0

.. , rr
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was comouted on the basis of L.q. (7). is sho... -in Fig. A-3.

It" is bvident 'ro (9) af oth def inition of 5
(followaing Lq. (5)) that 'for bcall orifices, to is nearly inversely

proportional to the area A' Of the oiifice.
0

The liximitinig valub of: f "' / . y b" ob ihed b, putting

0 in Eq. (4). This corresponds to takiag the arbi oif the orifice
equal to the area of the" piston. '.hen ,;4. 0, -q.. (4) redces to the

equat'ion of undanpd sirple harmo'iic motioh, an, hc i.o n'-iwlffbcl ± i ,s

equal to a half-period, so that

XI,

. ' '. :' " " :". .'. . .. :

This value of to :il b6 cailed the "theorxcc, .LO.;,. 0.. a L"t

The corres onding Wri. of , .ta.:: t2 f:xrr is t, il lov tig

Results of the Calouli, i.nis

In calculating th c . ndi irves and the t ie."eo det to loud

for the design proposed in the hody of this report, the .dimensionLs of the

machine were taken in accordance with Fig. 5. The total weight mg of the

piston and connecting rod was estimated at 20 lb. The "shape"-constant

ba defined after Eq. (4)'!as taken equal to h 3in. The nost e

computations were carried out for steel s6eirnensA" ig ) 6f rnth

is = 2 in. and cros-sectional area A. 0.2 in. .', here the steady state

force F on the 'riston ,as taken large enough to produce a stress of0

60000 lb/ins in the sp'ecimie'n,

3"YRICThD
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The cor.putedzloading curve for tlis case, and, for: the, maximum

designed orificediametero:o 0.,75 in., is showmn.in Fig,.,A4. Notice that
b 2

the "overshoot" is 80Q lb/in. in. this case, since the maximum stress ,

61800 lb/in,2 instead of 60000 lb/in2 This indicates -that there vrill be,

an oscillation. of small amplitude in the stress after the timp e, to.

A curve showing the computed jrelationship betx'epn.the. loading

time to and the orifice diameter is given in.Fig. L-5, again for, the.

2 in, specimen, at a steady state stress of 60000 lb/in2 . 'or small orifices

(less than 0.5 in. in diameter) the value of tois nearly inversely

proportional to the area of the orifice. The "theoretical lower limit" of

to in this case, obtained by allowing the area of the orifice to approach

the area of the piston, is 0.524 millisec (See Lq... (10)).

The effect of raising the steady state stress or of decreacing te

spring constant k is to increase the time to for a given orifice diameter.

For example, if the steady state stress is increased from 60000 to

2100000 lb/in, the value of to corresponding to the orifice diameter of

0.75 in. is raised from 1.4 nillisec to 1.L aillisec. in the case of

the 8 in, specimen (Fig. 6), taking a steady state stress of 150000 lb

.gives to : 4.6 millisec for the same 0.75 in. orifice.

Conclusions

The above calculations indicate that th:e minimum tine to of.

which the machine is papable varies from about 2 millisec to about 5.

millisec depending on the ty-pe of specimen used a:,suming an instantaneously

acting valve. The type of respon-se curve is shown in I i.. A-4,'while a

typical graph of the time to as a function of oifice. size is shoIn in

Fig.
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If it is desired to decrease the time to for a given specimen

to be loaded, the most practical method would be to decrease the

dimensions of the machine, and increase the working pressure Po accordingly.

Yor exwnple, if the working pressure is increased from 200 lb/in, to 1400

lb/in., permitting the area of the piston to be reduced by a factor of

1/7, then the theoretical lover limit of to (see 1q. i0) is reduced by

a factor of (1/7) 3/4 = 0.23. Thus it should be possible to decrease the

minimum time of .hich the machine is cOa n'2e to abcot one fou.th of

2
its value by increasing the working preosure iRcm 'I( b.CO 1M f1 , and

decreasing the dimensions accordingly. If the wate2 chamber ,: made

in a more streamlined shape, tapering towards the orifice, this would

also tend to reduce the time, and incidentally make the above analysis

more reliable, since horizontal components of the velocity were neglected.

However, such a change in the design might make the construction of the

machine unduly expensive.

iA third method of reducing the time would be to increase the

area of the orifice. This would not be very effective if the orifice

diameter already corres onded to a point in the flat portion of the cuve

(Fig. A-5). It ould also tend to make the oroblem of a rapid openinS of the

valve more difficult to solve. Hoever, if the overall dimensions .ere

dercased, the orifice size might be increased some',,hat in proportion to

the piston size. Another oLjection to very much increase in the ratio of

orifice area to piston area, thereby reducing the dmping effect, would be

the increased amount of "overshoot", which might j e.ult in vibraetons of

excessive amplitude during the test.

Wh,YT .". J<TLD
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